Error analysis in answering system of linear equation with two variables questions based on Newman error indicator
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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on the forms of errors made by students in solving math problems, especially on the material of a two-variable system of linear equations. The purpose of this research is describing detail the form of errors made by students based on error indicators according to the Newman Stages. The data collection technique used is observation, in 32 students. By collecting data in the form of written test results from students, the forms of errors made by students were obtained, including: at stage (1) the form of the error was wrong in writing down known information, incomplete in writing down the information contained in the question, and wrong in determining the information in question, at stage (2) it is not appropriate to write a mathematical model from known information, and does not use variable symbols to simplify calculations, at stage (3) does not operate similar variables, substitutes wrong values, does not apply rules of operation, miscalculations, and did not get the final result of the calculation process, at stage (4) did not change the variable symbol into the form that the question asked, did not provide information on the final answer, and wrote conclusions but did not match what the questions asked.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is often needed in everyday life. Therefore, mathematics is an important to learn. Peraturan Menteri No. 21 of 2016, it is stated that mathematics should be given to students since studying at the elementary school level. It is intended that students as early as possible have a logical, analytical, creative, critical and thorough attitude, and do not easily give up in solving problems (Permendikbud, 2016). These abilities are provided to students so that students can obtain, manage, and utilize information in order to survive in an ever-changing and competitive life. However, in reality, ability of student to master mathematics has not been satisfactory. This is indicated by the low student learning outcomes in mathematics. The results of academic research through PISA 2018, for the mathematics category, rank of Indonesia is 73 from 79 countries (Tohir, 2019).

Mathematics is considered as the most difficult subject by most students. The number of materials and formulas that need to be memorized is the reason that is often put forward by
students. Solving systems of linear equations is a common situation in many scientific and technological problems (Kumari et al., 2021). In addition, the system of linear equations with two variables is one of the materials that must be mastered by students in SMP/MTs at the same level (Zulfah, 2017). A system of linear equations with two variables is often shortened to SELTV. The basic competency is that students explain SELTV solutions in contextual problems (Pangaribuan, 2018). Every child in the United States is required to take an algebra class to graduate high school. The system of linear equations is standard in all algebra classes that every student must master (Lagasse, 2012). This material is a discussion of the relationship between one variable and another. In addition, the SELTV material is also a requirement for learning mathematics to continue to the next level (Nurbaiti et al., 2017). Solving linear equations is a very important concept in algebra and often causes confusion for students (Saraswati et al., 2016). However, currently, students' interest in mathematics is lacking because it is considered a difficult subject to understand, especially in SELTV (Rachmawati et al., 2019). Therefore, there are still many students who have difficulty or often make mistakes in solving SELTV.

Research that has discussed about difficulties of solving SELTV, that are: in terms of the solo taxonomy, students still often make mistakes in solving on SELTV questions, especially those with the most errors at the multistructural level (Azmia & Soro, 2021), at the junior high school level there are still many students who make mistakes in solving problems of SELTV (Prabawati, 2021), and students of SMPN 1 Sambi still have many difficulties in solving SELTV questions (Safitri, 2019). The four difficulties found in (Widyastuti et al., 2017), are understanding the problems, changing the problem into mathematical models, determining problem solving strategies, and doing mathematical procedures. The three difficulties found in (Priatna, 2019) (Azmia & Soro, 2021) are understanding the concept, doing mathematical operations, and analyzing the problem. The results of the research in (Ernawati, 2020) showing that three difficulties found are in concept, principle, and skills.

Based on the findings showing that there are still many students who have difficulty and also make mistakes in solving SELTV questions. Therefore, analyzing the difficulties experienced by students is very important. It is also supported by the results of an interview with one of the mathematics teachers at SMPN 1 Tegaldlimo, information was obtained that students often get low grades in mathematics, especially in math problems that are related to everyday life, for example in the Two Variable Linear Equation System material, so this research was conducted to find out the forms of student errors, in order to obtain information where students have difficulty, and what is expected is that students get the right solution in the future.

2. METHOD

This research is a qualitative descriptive study that aims to describe the form of errors made by students in solving math problems on the SELTV material based on Newman's procedure. Newman (1977, 1983) designed Newman’s Error Analysis as a simple mathematical literacy diagnostic procedure for students attempting to answer a mathematics problem (White, 2005).

Newman described the five consecutive steps a person needs to go through in attempting to answer a written mathematical task, that are: Reading, Comprehension, Transformation, Process Skill, and Encoding (Singh et al., 2010). Over time, Newman's steps was reduced to four steps because of the infrequent error in the first step. The four steps that are still used are Comprehension (become Understanding), Transformation, Process Skill, and Encoding (become Writing Answer) (Dj Pomalato et al., 2020). While there are many other procedures available, Newman’s procedure became popular among teachers because it was simple and easy to use.
Based on this description, in this study, four Newman’s steps will be used. (1) Understanding, at this stage, the student is said to have made a mistake if students do not understand the meaning of the question. Error understanding can be detected when students write down what they know and what is asked in the questions, and it is called misunderstanding. (2) Transformation, the student is said to make an error in this phase if the student has understood the problem but he cannot determine the procedure to be used to solve the problem, and it is called transformation error. (3) Processing skills, the student is said to have made a mistake in this stage if the student has determined the right procedure to solve the problem but cannot carry out the procedure until he find the final answer, and it called operation error. (4) Writing answer, the student is said to make an error in this phase if the student cannot write the answer from the calculation results into the desired form of the question, and it is called conclusion error.

The data used in this study is the test results in solving SELTV of 8A grade students of SMPN 1 Tegaldlimo, consisting of 32 students, most of whom got scores below the standard on SLETV material. The test questions used are shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 1. SELTV material test questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. In a parking area, there are 90 vehicles consisting of cars with 4-wheels and motorcycles with 2-wheels. The total number of wheels is calculated are 248 pieces. Car parking fee is Rp5,000 and motorcycles parking fee is Rp2,000. How much is the parking income from the existing vehicles at that time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The price of 4 books and 2 pencils is Rp13,000. The price of 3 books and 1 pencil is Rp9,000. What is the cost of 5 books and 2 pencils?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The price of shoes is twice the price of sandals. Ardi bought 2 shoes and 3 sandals at a price Rp420,000. If Doni buys 3 shoes and 2 sandals, how much will it cost?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from the research results were collected and analyzed using the flow model technique developed by Miles and Huberman (Sugiyono, 2015). The first stage is to reduce the data, the data from the class 8A test results, totaling 32 students, on the SELTV material is reduced to determine the research subject. In the subject determination test, the researcher reduced the data to find a research subject that was in accordance with the subject selection procedure in Figure 2.
The second stage is presenting the data, in this study the presentation of the data is in the form of elaboration and depiction of the errors made by students in solving math problems on SELTV material. The third stage is drawing conclusions, at the final stage of this research conclusions will be drawn about the forms of errors made by students in working on math problems with SELTV material (Miles et al., 2014).

After finding the research subjects and analyzing their answers, interviews were conducted on the subjects to confirm the answers to the tests they wrote, with questions such as the following (White, 2018):

1) Tell me what the question is asking you to do.
2) Tell me how you are going to find the answer.
3) Show me what to do to get the answer. "Talk aloud" as you do it, so that I can understand how you are thinking.
4) Now, write down your answer to the question.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the error analysis of grade 8A students in solving the SELTV test questions are presented in Table 1 and the results of students' answers to each question are illustrated by the diagram in Figure 3.
Figure 3. The results of the error analysis of students in solving SELTV

Referring to the subject selection procedure, there were four students who were the research subjects. The four research subjects were students with absent numbers 11, 14, 23, and 32, with details as follows.

S1 (subject 1) : student with absent number 11,
S2 (subject 2) : student with absent number 14,
S3 (subject 3) : student with absent number 23, and
S4 (subject 4) : student with absent number 32.

Table 1. The number of students attending mathematics courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roll number</th>
<th>Mistakes Made</th>
<th>Roll number</th>
<th>Mistakes Made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem 1</td>
<td>Problem 2</td>
<td>Problem 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>K2,K3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>K2,K3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>K2,K3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>K2,K3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>K3,K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>K1, K2, K3, K4</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>K2,K3,K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>K2,K4</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>K1, K2, K3, K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>K4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:
K1 : Misunderstanding
K2 : Transformation error
K3 : Operation error
K4 : conclusion error
B   : answer the question correctly
-   : did not answer the question
Based on the results of the analysis on the answers to the four subjects, it was found a description of the forms of errors in each Newman Stages which are described in the discussion:

(1) At the understanding stage, students should write down the information in the questions. It should be before answering the problem student first present the problem into mathematics with for example by making is known and asked from the questions that exist. Of the four research subjects, S1 and S2 made mistakes at this stage on questions number 1 and 3 which can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Form of error at the understanding stage (1)](image)

![Figure 5. Form of error at the understanding stage (2)](image)

Translate Figure 4:

Considering Sandals = a  
Shoes = b

Translate Figure 5:

Parking = 90  
Cars with 4-wheels  
Motorcycles with 2-wheels  
Car parking fee is Rp5.000  
Motorcycles parking fee is Rp2.000

From Figure 4 and Figure 5, it can be seen that the subjects write down information from the question test, but not the correct information. The form of errors found by the research subjects was inaccurate or incomplete in writing down the information that was known on the questions, and wrong in determining what was asked in the questions.

(2) The transformation stage is the stage where students develop ideas and choose the formula that will be used to solve the problem. At this stage, of the four subjects, there were three subjects who made mistakes, namely: S1 and S2 made a transformation error on questions number 1 and 3, while S3 on all questions.

![Figure 6. Form of error at the transformation stage (1)](image)
Translate Figure 7:

Cars = 4   motorcycles = 2
In the parking area there are 90 cars and motorcycle, so cars = 45 and motorcycle = 45

From Figure 6 and Figure 7, it can be seen that subjects complete the transformation stage. They write mathematical models from information known but not the correct one. The form of errors found from the research subjects at the transformation stage was not being able to make mathematical models from known information, not using variable symbols to simplify calculations.

(3) The operation stage is the stage where students carry out ideas using the formulas that they have set in the previous stage until they get the final result. At this stage, three subjects made the following mistakes: S1 and S3 on questions number 1 and 3, while S2 only on number 3.

Translate Figure 9:
Park total 49 x 5000 + 47 x 2000
=245,000+94,000
=339,000
The form of errors found by the research subjects at the operation stage based on Figure 8 was not being able to operate similar variables, Figure 9, not knowing the variables, resulting in substituting wrong values, miscalculations, and Figure 10, not getting the final result of the calculation process.

(4) The stage of making conclusions is the last stage in the process of solving questions, where students write down the appropriate final answers. Of the four subjects, all of them made mistakes at this stage on questions number 1, 2, and 3.

The form of errors found from the research subjects from Figure 11 was not changing the variable symbol into the form that the question asked about, from Figure 12 was not providing information on the final answer, and from Figure 13 was writing conclusions but not in accordance with what was asked for.

Based on the explanation, the subject get errors related to one another when he solved the problem. Some mistakes are made by the subject can affect the next stage in solving problem. (Dj Pomalato et al., 2020). The most mistakes made by each subject are mistakes in making conclusions. Each step taken at the time of solving the problem is equally important. If the student has completed the problem well in the first three stages, but at the stage of writing the final answer the student makes a mistake, then the student has not been able to answer what was asked of the question he was working on. This can be a special concern for teachers that teach
students to work on questions up to writing the final answer is something that needs to be emphasized.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the results and discussion that have been described, the forms of errors made by students in solving SELTV questions based on Newman's stages are presented: At the stage of understanding, the forms of errors made by students are: wrong in writing information that is known in the problem, incomplete in writing the information contained in the question, and wrong in determining the information asked. In the transformation stage, the forms of errors made by students are: less precise in writing mathematical models from known information and do not use variable symbols to simplify calculations. At the process skills stage, the forms of errors made by students are: does not operate on similar variables, substituting the wrong value, does not apply the rules of operations on numbers, miscalculated, and did not get the final result of the calculation process. At the stage of writing the final answer, the forms of errors made by students are: does not change the variable symbol into the form that the question asks for, does not provide information on the final answer, and write a conclusion but it is not in accordance with the question asked. The efforts are conducted to overcome the students’ error of 8A at SMPN 1 Tegaldlimo in solving problems of two variable linear equation systems, namely: study hard, read repeatedly, give practice questions, discuss or work in groups with friends, and reunderstand the explanation from the teacher. Suggested ideas that can be used for further researchers are to analyze the factors that cause errors made by students, especially in class 8A SMPN 1 Tegaldlimo.
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